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Lesson 2: The Power of Renewables

L

The Power of
Renewables
•Global demand for cars is accelerating, and this
impacts not only the price of crude oil, but also
the environment. As a result, it is essential to
develop renewable energy sources.

Before You Read
I

As mentioned in Lesson 1, carbon emissions are a serious environmental problem. The figure
shows us the main sectors that emit carbon. Which two sectors account for the most emissions?
Can you think of the reasons why these two sectors emit more carbon dioxide?
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II As it is likely that oil production will start falling in the future, there is now a race to develop

reliable renewable sources of energy. One promising source is wind energy. The chart below
shows that the supply of wind energy increased dramatically from 1997 to 2008, and it was
predicted to continue to climb from 2009 to 2010.
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	Work in pairs. Try to imagine how wind generates power. The following picture shows the
structure of a wind turbine. There are some missing parts. Please match the missing parts in
the picture with the words (A-E) provided below.
A. blades

B. rotor hub

C. brake

D. generator
3

Main Shaft

1

E. gear-box transmission

2

4

High Speed Shaft

Housing

5
Tower
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Reading
The Power of Renewables
Renewable energy, such as from photovoltaic electricity and ethanol, today supplies less
than 7 percent of US consumption. If we leave aside hydroelectric power, it is under 4.5
percent. Globally, renewables provide only about 3.5 percent of electricity and even less of
transportation fuels.
5

But increasing that fraction for the US—as seems necessary for managing greenhouse gases,
trade deficits and dependence on foreign suppliers—has at least three tricky components.
The obvious one is how to capture the energy of wind, sun and crops economically. After
that, the energy has to be moved from where it is easily gathered, such as the sunny
American Southwest or the windy High Plains, to the places it can be used. And the third
10 is to convert it into convenient forms. Most prominently in the last category, electricity for
transportation has to be loaded into cars and trucks, either through batteries or perhaps as
hydrogen.
In some ways, the field is galloping ahead. A recent study sponsored by the United Nations
found that global investment in renewable energy in 2007 was $148.4 billion, up 60 percent
15 from 2006. But new wind turbines and solar cells are joining an infrastructure with coalfired power plants that seem to run more hours every year and that are multiplying as well.
And although solar energy and especially wind have declined steeply in price over the past
few years, they are competitive only when given subsidies or mandates. US residential
customers pay an average of 11 cents per kilowatt-hour (kWh) for power from a mix of coal,
20 natural gas, nuclear and hydroelectric sources, but renewables are far pricier.
Of course, all forms of energy get a carrot-and-stick treatment from governments, whether
to provide work for coal miners or to prove that splitting the atom is useful for something
besides bombs. But in many places, renewables get something even better: quotas. And
rising prices for traditional fuels could help, raising the market to reach the cost of
25 renewables.
A carbon charge would also help; each $10 tax on a ton of carbon dioxide emitted would
raise the price of a kilowatt-hour from a coal-fired power plant by about a penny. But the
scale of the transformation is immense; in energy content, coal production is about 70 times
larger than wind-energy production. The numbers for oil and natural gas are similarly
30 daunting.
Excerpt from “The power of renewables”, published in Scientific American , May 2009, issue #87
014
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After You Read
I 	There are seven paragraphs in the article above. Please select the main idea for each paragraph.

1. Paragraph 1
		 (A) Renewable energy is overused globally. (B) Renewable energy is the main electricity source
in the US. (C) Renewable energy provides only a small part of the electricity supply in the US.
(D) Renewable energy does not include hydroelectric power.
2. P
 aragraph 2
		 (A) When deploying renewable energy, several conditions need to be taken into account (e.g.
geological setting). (B) There are three reasons for the US to abandon its traditional energy
supply. (C) Managing the trade deficit is more important than increasing renewable energy.
(D) Renewable energy increases the dependence of the US on foreign suppliers.
3. P
 aragraph 3
		 (A) Global investment in renewable energy in 2007 was about 60% of that in 2006. (B) Global
investment in renewable energy in 2007 increased by more than half of the amount in 2006. (C)
The United Nations encouraged every country to promote renewable energy. (D) The United
Nations did not sponsor any research on renewable energy.
4. P
 aragraph 4
		 (A) Solar energy and wind are not renewable energy sources. (B) Renewable energy is still
pricier than traditional energy sources. (C) The price of renewable energy has remained
about the same for the last few years. (D) The power from coal, natural gas, nuclear and
hydroelectric sources is far more expensive than that from renewable sources.
5. P
 aragraph 5
		 (A) Governments should provide work opportunities for coal workers rather than proving
that splitting the atom is useful for something besides bombs. (B) Governments should only
implement strict regulations to push people to use renewables. (C) One of the incentives for
using renewable power is carbon quotas. (D) Raising prices for renewable energy will help
expand this market.
6. Paragraph 6
		 (A) Wind can easily produce more energy than coal. (B) A carbon charge would help raise
renewable energy consumption. (C) The government should not impose a tax on carbon
consumption. (D) The government should not encourage renewable energy because it is more
expensive than traditional sources.
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II Scan through the reading and answer the following questions.

1. A
 bout what percentage of total electricity consumption in the US comes from hydroelectric
sources?
2. W
 hat are three difficult components that have to be managed when increasing renewable
energy supplies?
3. About how much was the global investment in renewable energy in 2006?
4. A
 bout how much would the price of a kilowatt-hour from a coal-fired power plant rise if
there was a $10 tax on every ton of carbon dioxide emitted?

Vocabulary Comprehension
General Vocabulary
This vocabulary is used for general purposes.
n

the use of something

v

consume, use

fraction

n

a small part or amount of something

trade deficit

n

a situation when a country’s imports exceed exports

convert

v

to change from one system, use, or method to another, or to make

consumption

something do this
gallop

v

to move or develop very quickly

mandate

n

an official order to do something

quota

n

an amount that is reserved for use by a particular person, group, or for a
kind of good

immense

adj

extremely large

daunting

adj

something that is daunting makes you worried because you think that it
will be very difficult or dangerous to do

subsidy

016
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ESP Vocabulary
This vocabulary is commonly used in the fields of engineering and industry.
renewable energy

n

forms of energy that can never be completely used up

photovoltaic electricity

n

electricity derived from light

ethanol

n

a type of alcohol in alcoholic drinks

hydroelectric

adj

wind turbine

n

a large machine like a windmill used for producing electricity

carbon dioxide

n

a gas without color or smell, produced when you breathe out or when

related to using water power to produce electricity

substances containing carbon are burnt

Exercise
Draw a line to match words with their meanings
1. solar power

A. quota

2. CO2

B. immense

3. use

C. carbon dioxide

4. piece, fragment

D. photovoltaic electricity

5. large, big

E. fraction

6. allocation

F. consumption

Language Focus
Corpus Tutorial—Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA)
In this lesson, another free on-line corpus is introduced. COCA is a system containing 385 million
words, so it is much bigger than JTW. COCA can assist users to search words within different
genres (e.g. spoken or academic). Let’s search the frequently co-occurring words with a single target
word in COCA. The following steps show how to operate the system.
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Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Go to COCA http://www.americancorpus.org/
2. W
 e are looking for combinations with a single word. Therefore, select LIST and choose
FREQUENCY. This can help users view a list which matches the query, and the listed words
are ranked according to usage frequency.
3. Type the target word and click on CONTEXT. Select 0 from the first number drop-down list
and select 4 for the second drop-down list. This helps us find words collocating with convert
within the range of 0 words before and 4 words after.
4. You can see a table showing the result.

5. C
 lick the target word (e.g. CONVERT). Sentences with the target word are listed on the
screen.
If you would like to search for the target word in a particular genre, there are some differences in
Steps 2 and 3.
1. I f we also want to look for the genre and time, we have to select YES in SECTIONS.
2. Then, collocations of the target word in different genre are listed. The example below shows
how often the word CONVERT was used in speaking and different kinds of writing from
2000 to 2002.

However, please note that this corpus system is constantly being updated, and the page or data may
have some changes when you access it.
018
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Exercise
The reading in this lesson claims that converting renewable forms of energy into usable forms of
power is an urgent issue. We can see that convert into is a useful verbal phrase to describe such
changes.
Now, use COCA to search for collocations for convert into + nouns. Because we are searching
for nouns used with convert into, we have to type this phrase in WORD(s) and type [nn*] in
CONTEXT. This means that we are looking for nouns after convert into. Moreover, select 0 from
the fist number drop-down list and select 4 for the second drop-down list.

Now, write down three collocations and make complete sentences below.
Target word

Nouns

Sentences

convert into +

Grammar—Noun Clauses
A noun clause is a dependent or subordinate clause with a subject and verb, that serves as a noun
syntactically in a sentence. A noun clause can begin with that, whether, if, or any interrogative—
what, how etc.
Noun clauses beginning with that: This type of noun clause is formed by adding that at the
beginning of an independent clause.

He works hard . (Independent clause)
 that he works hard . (Noun clause)
Noun clauses beginning with whether or if: This type of noun clauses is formed by adding
whether or if at the beginning of an independent clause.

He works hard . (Independent clause)
 whether he works hard or if he works hard . (Noun clause)
Noun clauses can also begin with interrogatives, such as when, where, who and so on. This
type of noun clause is formed by replacing a part of an independent clause with an appropriate
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interrogative, and moving the interrogative to the beginning of the clause.

John is at home. (Independent clause)
 where John is . (Noun clause)
With future tense, this type of noun clause looks like this:

John is going to arrive. / John will get here. (Independent clause)
 when John is going to arrive / when John will get here. (Noun clause)
Syntactically, noun clauses are just like nouns. They can be either the subject or the object of the
main clause, and they can also be the compliment of a be verb.

Please underline the noun clauses in the following examples .
1. Noun clauses as subjects
That he works hard is true.
Whether he will come or not is still unknown.
When he left is still a mystery.
2. Noun clauses as objects
I know (that) he works hard.
I don’t know if he works hard.
I don’t know what he said.
3. Noun clauses as the compliments of be verbs
My worry is that he doesn’t study.
My only question is whether he would like to join us or not.
The only problem is when he will do the work.

Exercise
I

There are three noun clauses in this article. Please find them and write them below.

1.
2.
3.

020
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II Please choose the appropriate words to complete the following noun clauses.

1. F
 inally, they realized
		

(A) that

was going on.

(B) what

(C) how

2. A person is usually judged by
		

(A) all

(D) which

he/she does.

(B) which

(C) whether

(D) what

3. She has made up her mind to save her old house

.

		

(A) whatever is the cost

(B) whatever the cost(is)

		

(C) however the cost(is)

(D) however is the cost

4. N
 o matter who you are, you can do
		

(A) whatever

(B) however

5.
		

(B) How

6. I don’t know

(C) What

(B) that

7.

(B) X

8.

(B) While

9. I did not know
10.

(C) X

(D) what

(C) Who

(D) What

(C) That

(D) What

he said is true.
(A) Whether

		

(D) It

I suddenly realized was that he had done it on purpose.
(A) Which

		

(D) which

you should do about that problem.

(A) which

		

(C) that

I will never forget is how you tried your best to help me.
(A) If

		

you want in life.

(A) why

he had arrived or not.
(B) whether

(C) when

(D) how

after death amazes the visitors to the British Museum.

		

(A) Why has the mummy’s hair continued to grow

		

(B) It has continued to grow that the mummy’s hair

		

(C) The mummy’s hair has continued to grow

		

(D) That the mummy’s hair has continued to grow

Grammar—Indirect Question
One of the semantic functions of noun clauses is to form indirect questions. Indirect questions, as
opposed to direct questions, request information more politely. Indirect questions are often used in
formal situations like conferences. They usually begin with the following expressions.
Do you know...

I am wondering...

Could you tell me...

Please tell me...
ESP: English for Hi-Tech Industries
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Indirect questions are formed by adding a noun clause to the above expressions. The following are
examples.

Do you know where the bathroom is?
Could you tell me what he said?
I am wondering if you could help me.

Exercise
III Please convert the following direct questions into indirect questions. Begin with the expressions

provided in parentheses.
1. What did you mean by that? (I was wondering)
2. When is the deadline for our project? (Could you tell me)
3. Did you manage to meet John after work yesterday? (Please tell me)
4. Why was Susan absent from class yesterday? (Do you know)
5. What happened last night? (Could you tell me)

Task
Pair work
You are attending a conference on renewable energy. A presenter is talking about types of
renewable energy and their applications. Here is a figure extracted from her presentation.

Please form pairs and ask each other three indirect questions about this figure using what was
discussed previously in this lesson.
Could you please tell me how many types of energy are considered renewable?
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Solar Energy

Biomass Energy

Hydropower Energy

Energy
The Fuel of Life

Wind Energy
Geothermal Energy

Group discussion
Where do you think the five types of renewable energy come from? For example, how does wind
generate energy? And which of the five types of renewable energy are best for Taiwan? Why?
Discuss these questions in groups of 5 or 6.
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